An expression profile of genes active in the human lung was obtained by collecting 797 partial sequences from a 3'-directed cDNA library. Three genes were found to produce mRNA each of which comprised more than 1% of total mRNA. These three have been identified as genes for pulmonary surfactant apoprotein (PSP-A), Clara cells 10-kDa secretory protein, and HLA-E heavy chain. In the remaining 745 clones, 221 were composed of 89 species that occurred recurrently, and 524 clones appeared only once. Because the 3'-directed cDNA library faithfully represents the mRNA population in the source tissue, these numbers represent the relative activities of the gene expression. Altogether 437 gene species were novel, and 179 gene species were identified in GenBank. A significant portion of these genes encode proteins found in secretory proteins, cell surface proteins, and components in the protein synthesis machinery, representing the function of the lung.
Introduction
Gene expression profiles are a compilation of the names of all active genes in any given cell type or tissue as well as the relative amounts of the gene transcripts in the total mRNA. Collection of frequency information is unique to this endeavour which is different from collection of expressed sequence tags (ESTs). 6 We have been collecting expression profiles of active genes with as many human cells or tissues as available with the aim of constructing a body map in which we map genes to the site(s) of the body where they are active. This approach is intended to complement the structural analyses of the human genome.
The expression profile of the active genes is determined by sequencing randomly selected clones in a 3'-directed cDNA library which is free from the potential bias associated with cloning efficiencies, normalization or size fractionation. The resulting short sequences just upstream of the poly(A) tail are termed gene signatures (GSs), and are queried to the GenBank and compared within the library to identify the gene and to measure the recurrence, or abundance, of the cDNA.
In previous works, we prepared expression profiles of active genes with a cultured liver cell line (HCPG2), 1 
a promyelocyte cell line (HL60), and the granulocytoid and monocytoid cells [manuscript in preparation] induced
Communicated by Mituru Takanami * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel. 81-6-877-5244, Fax. +81- 6-877-1922 from the HL60, and human colonic mucosa. 2 Here, we report the expression profile of the respiratory portion of the human lung.
The major function of the lung is exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between inspired air and blood. The respiratory portion of the human lung is composed of 5 main cell types: capillary endothelial cells; type I alveolar cells; type II cells; interstitial cells, including fibroblasts and alveolar macrophages. In addition to the cells discussed above, the respiratory portion of the human lung contains lymphoid cells, mast cells, and contractile cells.
Materials and Methods

Respiratory portion of the human lung
Human lung tissue was resected from a middle-age woman with primary lung cancer. This area was histologically negative for cancer invasion. Although foreign tissues such as trachea and bronchi, were eliminated, no efforts were paid to separate different cell types in the respiratory portion of the lung.
Construction of the 3'-directed cDNA library
Poly(A) RNA was isolated from the lung tissue (2.0 g) using the guanidine method and was used for construction of the 3'-directed cDNA library in which the 3' end fragment of M&ol-digested cDNAs were cloned in a PUC19-based vector primer. Number of GS species are listed according to their abundance among the 797 GSs for chromosome-encoded genes.
Sequencing and Data Analyses
A small portion of the ligation mixture was transformed into Escherichia coli DH5, and fresh transformant colonies were randomly selected, lysed and the cDNA insert moiety was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The products were subjected to cycle sequencing using dye-labeled primers and analyzed on Applied Biosystems Sequencers (Mountain View, CA, USA). 4 From the sequence data, we eliminated clones with inserts shorter than 20 bp, clones having more than 5% ambiguous nucleotides, clones having mitochondrial DNA sequences, clones having Alu sequences immediately upstream of the poly(A) stretch. Sequences thus selected were then compared with each other to obtain the frequency of appearance in the library and then sent to GenBank (Re 85) for gene identification using the FastA program. 7 Newly isolated sequences were submitted to DDBJ with Lows Name corresponding to GS numbers (ex. HUMGSO123 for GS0123).
Results and Discussion
mRNA isolated from the respiratory portion of the human lung was used as a template for cDNA synthesis by vector-priming. The cDNA moiety was selectively cleaved by Mbol, and a 3'-directed cDNA library, carrying immediately upstream of the poly(A) region was constructed and transformed into E. coli. Although the average size of the inserts was about 250-270 bp, and a significant fraction of the clones lacked amino acid coding information, the short sequence that we call "gene signatures (GSs)" 5 can serve as a sequence tag for gene identification, and their frequency of appearance represents the abundance of gene transcripts in the mRNA population. The frequency information can not be obtained by the so-called expression sequence tags (ESTs) approach reported by Adams et al., 6 as they used a randomly primed cDNA library, with which one can not tell whether two different ESTs represent two different mRNA species or whether they are derived from different parts of the same mRNA molecule. Normalized or so-called singlebook cDNA library for eliminating redundancy, and the size-fractionated cDNA library for enriching full size components are not suitable for quantitative analyses of the mRNA population. To obtain the GS and frequency information, we randomly chose transformant clones, then selectively amplified the cDNA moieties and sequenced them.
Among 797 clones analyzed, 52 GSs were attributed to 3 species that appeared 10 times or more and 221 GSs were attributed to 89 species that appeared recurrently but less than 10 times, and 524 species that appeared only once. Altogether, 616 species of GSs for chromosomally coded genes were represented in the collection ( Table 1) .
The expression profile of active genes in the respiratory portion of the human lung is shown in Table 2 . For clarity's sake, only those genes whose cDNA clones appeared 3 times or more are listed in the table. Among these abundant clones, the most abundant 2 species, genes for pulmonary surfactant apoprotein (PSP-A) and Clara cells 10-kDa secretory protein, were identified in GenBank. Type II cells in the respiratory portion of the human lung are known to secrete pulmonary surfactant. Pulmonary surfactant lowers alveolar surface tension. Clara cells present secretory granules in their apex and are known to secrete glycosaminoglycans that probably protect the bronchiolar lining. It is interesting to note that the gene for HLA-E heavy chain appeared as the third abundant and HLA-DR antigen appeared among the top 28, both of which has to do something in immune response. These genes have not been expected to be so significantly expressed in the respiratory portion of the human lung. Although the implication of the expression of these genes awaits further study, other cell surface antigens did not show such elevated expression. Thus, it is expected that there was a significant number of lymphoid cells in the pulmonary lymphatic vessels. For the purpose of comparison, the expression profile of these genes in other cell types are also listed in Table 2 . The list includes the liver-derived HepG2, the promyelocytederived HL60, and the granulocytoid and monocytoid cells each derived from HL60 by induction [manuscript in preparation], and human colonic mucosa. 2 As expected, the genes for the pulmonary surfactant apoprotein and for the Clara cells 10-kDa secretory protein are active only in the lung tissue. As the number of cells and tissues we have is not large, the tissue specificity can not be accurate, as seen with fibronectin and fosB. Nevertheless, this table strongly suggests that the gs02890 gene may code for a product that is unique to the human lung and that is produced in relatively large amounts. Genes for protein synthesis are usually active in the human lung, Mitochondria   GS01533  GS02565 GS02735 GS02709 GS02683  GS00360 GS00313  GS02993  Nucleus GS01832 GS00349 GS01367 GS02889 GS02847  GS02632 GS00296 GS02789  GS02989  GS02992 GS01192 GS00085  GS02652 GS00575  GS02708 GS02691 GS00003  GS00050 GS02967 GS02695   332 78  236 268  310 147  173  57  220 154  216 122 153  446 183  199  56 54  226  406  330 381 431  290 625  470 72  283 Protein synthesis GS00019 GS00995 GS00889 GS02727 GS00314  GS01657  GS00292  GS00211  GS00583  GS00335  GS00162  GS00500  GS00077  GS00675  GS00650  GS00163  GS00545  GS00290  GS00437  GS00315  GS00444  GS00346  GS00732  GS00128  GS00079  GS00595  GS00512   173  42  188  277  382  176  319  56  459  245  273  313  516  184  103  167  99  256  246  352  534  346  48   Surface membrane  GS00937  GS02656  GS00254  GS02272  GS02785  GS02966  GS00761  GS02931  GS02722  GS00078  GS00594  GS00182  GS02239  GS00707  GS01187   62  357  226  311  167  72  175  107  253  626  347  292  452  215  285   1  4  8  1 1  6 1  1  5  4  3  6  1  2 1  2  1  1  1   3  8  17  2  10  4  3  3  3  10  3  8  4  3  9  5  1  3  1  1  3  1   1  1  1  2  4  3  3 1  1  1  2  2  2  1  1  3  1  4  2  1 1  1   3  1  7  2  3  2  1  4  4  5  1  2  6  2  3  4  2  2  1  2   4  3  2  6  4  2  1  6  2  1  1  1  2  2  1   5  4  4  4  3  3  2  2  2  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1 1  1  1  1  10  3  2  2  2  1  1  1 1  1  1 1  1 1  1   X06617  L11566  M60854  X67247  X73460  M36072  M17887  D14530  D23660  L01124  L06432   M l 7886  M94314  X66699  X57959  L06498  M81757  S42658  Z26876  X54326  U04953  Y00282  M22146  X64879  X00497  M24096  K01506  M91211  X62744  U02570  D10653  M16552  X07979  M14199  M84349  M24095  M24194  M83246 96. Table 3 . This list reflects several unique properties of lung based on its structure and function, especially the respiratory portion of the lung: First, the production of large amounts of secretory proteins. Among these, the pulmonary surfactant apoprotein (PSP-A) and the Clara cells 10-kDa secretory protein are the most abundant, whereas other surfactant apoproteins show relatively low expression. The proportion of these surfactants, as well as other secretory proteins poses interesting clues for further studies of lung function. Secondly, genes for surface membrane proteins, most of which are for cell surface antigens are abundant. A significant fraction of these genes are likely to be active in the lymphoid cells in the pulmonary lymphatic vessels. However, a possibility that some of them may be also expressed in alveolar cells waits further study.
To our knowledge, this is the first systematic analysis of active genes in the respiratory portion of the human lung. With this study, 437 novel genes have been discovered. As a natural consequence of these studies, detailed characterizations of these novel genes are needed, especially those whose products are actively and uniquely expressed in the respiratory portion of the human lung. As we have discussed previously, random sequencing of about 1000 clones is sufficient to characterize the expression profile of the genes that are abundantly expressed in the tissue. To examine genes that are expressed with lower levels, we must increase the number of analyses, or avoid analyses of recurring sequences.
